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potent, if not too scrupulous, ally.   Towards these metoecs Kruger 1899-1902
pursued a policy which, while within the strict legal rights of what    ge
was practically  an independent  State,   was  widely  felif to  be
unreasonable and vexatious.   By no means disinclined to let his
burghers bathe their hands in the golden fountain, he yet subjected
the aliens who fed its sources to civil and political disqualifications
which in time galled them intolerably.   By 1894 their resentment
was ready to boil over, and in the latter months of the next year the
" Reformers " at Johannesburg were actively maturing plans for a
coup d'&at.
The well-worn story of the Jameson Eaid need not here be
repeated in detail. In the last day of 1895 Dr. Jameson, with five
hundred troopers of the Chartered Company, invaded the Transvaal
from Pitsani Potlugo, on the Bechuanaland frontier. A sympathetic
dmeute which had been designed to take place simultaneously in
Johannesburg miscarried, and Jameson's force was ignominiously
surrounded and captured. The Kaiser's famous telegram of con-
gratulation to lEruger did not ease matters, and threatened to draw
a red herring of wounded national dignity across the plain path of
the Imperial Government's duty.
That duty was clearly first to determine who were the guilty
parties : and then to disown, reprobate, and punish them without
qualification or reserve. This is precisely what the Government
did not" do. The Raiders themselves had been handed over to it to
deal with : but although they were brought to trial before the Lord
Chief Justice and some of them, including Dr. Jameson, convicted,
the sentence they received was mild in proportion to the enormity
of the offence, and was further lightened by active demonstrations
of public sympathy. But were they the sole offenders ? Was there
no one behind them ? Rumour attributed complicity in the trans-
action to two other persons—Cecil Rhodes and the Colonial
Secretary himself. The Inquiry by a Select Committee which opened
in the autumn of 1896 and continued its investigations during 1897
was largely directed to the ascertainment of these matters, but left
some of them in a tantalising, and what seemed almost a studied,
obscurity. Rhodes' participation was beyond dispute* It had been
the subject of a previous investigation in Cape Colony, whose findings
he had substantially accepted as true. He was shown to be a
consenting party to the intended rising at Johannesburg, a con-
senting party to the co-operation with this rising, at the proper
time, of Jameson and his force : and only not a consenting party as
regards the time at which Jameson had elected to strike. It was
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